Salt Dough Heart Pins & Magnets

Salt dough is a really fun medium and you can make so many things
from it! Try these adorable heart-shaped magnets for the refrigerator
and pins to give as gifts.
What you'll need:
• ½ cup salt
• 1 cup flour
• ½ cup water
• Wooden spoon
• Rolling pin
• Extra flour
• Heart-shaped cookie cutters
• Magnets
• Pin backs
• Hot glue

• Acrylic paint (pink, white, red,
light blue, yellow, white, pink,
silver)
• Pink and orange glitter glue
• Gold glitter paint
• Toothpick
• Paint brush
• Acrylic sealer
• Wax paper
• Cookie sheet

Preheat the oven to 250 degrees F. Mix together, salt, flour, and water
until dough is formed. Knead the dough on a floured surface until the
mixture is elastic and smooth. If dough is too sticky, sprinkle with flour
and continue to do so until stickiness is gone. Do not add too much flour
as this will dry out the dough and cause it to crack before it's baked.
Roll out the dough to about ¼" thick with a rolling pin that has been
dusted with flour. Use different sized heart-shaped cookie cutters to create as many pieces as you like. For smaller children, use a single shape
to make it easier at painting time. For older children, you can double up
and even triple some of the hearts for a 3D affect. Place all hearts onto
an ungreased cookie sheet and place into the preheated oven. Bake for
2 hours. Remove from oven and allow to cool completely. Paint with
acrylic paints, glitter glue and/or glitter paint and spray finished projects
with acrylic sealer. To write the words on the conversation heart pins,
use a toothpick dipped in white paint. Hot glue a round magnet to the
back of larger hearts to hang on the fridge, and a pin back to the conversation hearts.

Tips:
• To make 3D polka dots, simply roll salt dough into small ball shapes and place
on top of heart before placing into oven.
• PARENTS PLEASE DO NOT ALLOW SMALL CHILDREN TO HANDLE A
GLUE GUN AS BURNS CAN OCCUR. OLDER CHILDREN SHOULD BE
CLOSELY SUPERVISED IF ALLOWED TO HANDLE IT THEMSELVES.
• Salt dough will not keep for later projects as it gets hard and cracks. Depending on how many hearts you plan to make, you can either halve the recipe
or double it.
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Paper Plate Heart Wreath

Grown ups know a million magical things that we don't always consider
so magical once we're grown ups. One of these things is how to cut
lovely little hearts out of construction paper. This is the perfect project
for sharing that skill with your kids.

Materials:
• Construction paper (various colors)
• Scissors
• Glue
• Crayons
• A paper plate

Cut the center out of the paper plate to leave a round "donut" shape.
This will form the base of the wreath. (This may require adult assistance). Fold a piece of construction paper in half or in 1/4s (for young
crafters, folding in half is challenging enough - more experienced crafters
can fold 3 or 4 times to make hearts in "bulk"). Cut a half heart shape
out of the construction paper along the folded edge. Unfold your cut out
shape and you'll have a perfect little heart. Repeat this process many
times - as you get better, you can make 2 or three hearts at once simply by folding your paper more times. Glue your construction paper
hearts to completely cover your paper plate "donut". You can tie a bow
and paste it on to decorate further. You can put a piece of yarn on the
back to hang it.
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